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When I first saw the divots in the hull gelcoat I did not recognize them as blisters.  On the Ericson, they 

were like pimples.  These all appear dry (plastic bag test over the winter showed no moisture).   

Under the drain plug looks like chips or strange blisters.   

To a lesser extent had chips all over hull.  Plastic bags taped over the winter against the hull indicated 

not moisture trapped in hull.  So, fingers crossed repair started. 

  



Before pictures 
 

The small clips were around the hull  

  

 

 

  

 



Flipping the boat 
The process started with flipping the boat.  4 people 4 tires and it was easier than advertised.  I used 

foam insulation boards and tarps to cover the rocky area in the yard the boat is stored on.   

The height using the tires proved to be perfect for sanding and painting.  



Material and Process 
 

I was able to do a bit of repair with the boat upright on trailer. I used Colidica Silica on the bad area in 

the stern.  But it is hard to sand so later for rest of hull I used West Microlight.  Which was easy to sand 

and filled the voids.  After sanding bottom with 80 grits.  I coated areas with voids with pure West epoxy 

rolled on with West thin yellow roller cut in half to fit small roller.  Since most of the boat was pot 

marked it ended up being most of the boat. 

 

  

  

 

 

  



Painting 
 

After sanding and masking the first coat of Interux Performance Epoxy applied with small closed cell 

foam (white) rollers from home depot.  The directions say to roll and tip (using normal roller). With this 

roller, it applies a smooth thin coat.  There is a 30-45 induction time needed and 5 hours minimum 

before reapplying next coat with max at 24 before requiring sanding.  So, weather window is key. 

 

The first day, I was able to apply 2 coats (went to see wonder women in between 😊  ).  Rained 

overnight but 4 hours after last coat.  It dries to touch by the instructions in 2 hours.  With the thin 

coats, I was able to touch the first area I coated after completing the entire hull.  So, I felt the rain did no 

damage.  The next day there was a window between storms, I put another coat on.  Watching the 

weather 5 hours later the front was passing below us so no rain for 120 minutes…  Finished next coat 

then, now rain in 26 minutes.  Waiting with a pop on our Ericson it changed 20 minutes later to 56 

minutes. I felt the 2+ hours was enough time for dry so rain had no effect.  A good 4 hours before rain 

started…  I lucked out.  The next day I was able to do 3 coats.  Ended with 7 coats and were ready to 

sand and polish. You lose 1 coat just by sanding. 

  

  



Sanding and Painting 
  

After 12 hours, you can start sanding. It becomes hard as a rock after 24.  Starting 14 hours after last 

coat (since it dried in cool evening).  

Removed tape and started wet sanding with 320 grit sanding sponge. They recommend 400 to start, but 

expert in our yard recommended 320.  This saved a lot of 400 paper.  I did a section at a time with 320 

then 400 Grit. Rinsing in between. The next round I went to 1000 grit, then tried a new Turtle wax 

rubbing compound that washes off with water.  Not sure it did much but the hull was smooth already. 

Not a Class A service, but it was very smooth.  For UV protection then applied Star Brite Polish with 

Teflon and UV protection. The paint is for trailered boats and has no UV or anti-foiling properties it is 

just very hard and smooth. Overall very pleased with results. 

 

  

 

  



Center board cover 
 

Need to evaluate whether to replace the dagger board cloth cover while flipped. 

 

 

Next boot stripe and reflip.  

 

 

  



Boot Stripe 
 

Three coats of Interlux Briteside Boot stripe paint.  Sanding with 320 grit between coats. 

 

 

 



 

 

  



New Centerboard gasket 
 

The gasket screws were easy to remove.  Needed a boom vang to attach to the end to stretch the 

gasket. The start at the front and punch hole with leather punch and add screw. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


